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Mosaic View
FotoFinder’s Mosaic View is a smart way of reviewing total 
body photos. Providers can review lesion images on a tile view 
and compare their appearance to other lesions captured at 
that time point. The position of a lesion is quickly identified on 
a global view and marked for further examination.

The Evolution of Revolution
The ATBM master reinvents Automated Total Body Mapping 
as Total Body Dermoscopy. Our latest system for skin imaging 
enables full body photography in just minutes. FotoFinder’s 
special RAW image processing and cross polarized camera 
system allow skin imaging at spectacular image quality. 
The intuitive interface makes it quick and easy to photograph 
a patient. The ATBM master o� ers a streamlined workflow 
which saves significant time in comparison to traditional 
Total Body Mapping and sets a new level of quality!

Function and Design
The ATBM Master is an elegant piece of engineering. 
The FotoFinder Silent Medical Server is a whisper quiet high-
performance PC with massive storage capacity and redundant 
hard drives. FotoFinder’s Q-Processor acts as the heart of the 
ATBM Master managing all FotoFinder tasks related to image 
storage, encryption, and display.

TOTAL BODY
DERMOSCOPY

Setting the Pace in Skin Imaging Worldwide



Intelligent, multifunctional platform 
with new design

Versatile in its use, with modules for 
medical imaging and aesthetics.

Mosaic View
The tile view of lesions on one single 
screen for quick comparison.

High resolution images with PolFlash XE
High resolution camera system with xenon flash.
Whole body photos in RAW format,
cross-polarized or non-polarized.

Optional HL7 And DICOM integration
Giving your team access to images in the EMR.

New Total Body Dermoscopy workflow

Faster workflow for capturing and 
reviewing images significantly reduce the 

examination time.

True video dermoscopy with 
medicam 1000s

Seamlessly integrated Full HD video
camera with CrystalView technology and

optical live zoom.

Integrated Aesthetics Module

Automated image capture process with 
computer controlled variable optical zoom.

Made in Germany

Truly mobile ATBM tower with automatic 
camera li� 

Automatic camera li�  for even faster mappings 
and durable FotoFinder high-performance quality 
hardware.

Hospital System Integration
FotoFinder Universe so� ware is a flexible client server application which can be 
deployed in large networks. Multiple camera systems can operate simultaneously 
with one shared database. Optional integration with HL7 and DICOM is available 
to transmit patient information and images between FotoFinder and your EMR.

ATBM master
The future is Total Body Dermoscopy

Powerful Q-Processor

The heart of the ATBM master, the Q-Processor powers 
all features to ensure maximum performance.

PolFlash XE
The ATBM master captures high-resolution, RAW images for superior image 
quality. The computer controlled PolFlash XE o� ers both cross-polarized lighting, 
eliminating glare for medical skin imaging, and studio lighting for aesthetic 
treatment documentation. Zoom in on total body images and view skin at 
impressive detail immediately. Take your evaluations to the next level with the 
integrated medicam 1000s camera for excellent dermoscopy photos.


